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ABSTRACT

Switching of magnetization by spin–orbit torque in the (Ga,Mn)(As,P) film was studied with currents along h100i crystal directions and an
in-plane magnetic field bias. This geometry allowed us to identify the presence of two independent spin–orbit-induced magnetic fields: the
Rashba field and the Dresselhaus field. Specifically, we observe that when the in-plane bias field is along the current (I kHbias), switching is
dominated by the Rashba field, while the Dresselhaus field dominates magnetization reversal when the bias field is perpendicular to the cur-
rent (I?Hbias). In our experiments, the magnitudes of the Rashba and Dresselhaus fields were determined to be 2.0 and 7.5Oe, respectively,
at a current density of 8.0� 105 A/cm2.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0102200

Manipulation of magnetization by an applied current has
received considerable attention during the last decade because of its
relevance to the field of spintronics.1–3 The most recent technique
used for this purpose is spin–orbit torque (SOT) switching4–7 in which
spin-polarized charge carriers (i.e., spin current) exert a torque on local
magnetization, reversing its sign. The spin polarization of current car-
riers can be achieved by various spin–orbit-related phenomena,
including the Rashba8,9 and Dresselhaus10 effects, in crystals with
inversion asymmetry, which are the subject of this paper. Importantly,
the effect of inversion asymmetry in the crystalline material can be fur-
ther enhanced by strain, which can be engineered by growing the film
on a lattice-mismatched substrate.11,12

A unique feature of spin–orbit fields in zinc blende crystals
occurs when the current flows along h100i crystallographic direc-
tions.13 For such currents, the spin–orbit-induced (SOI) field due to
the Rashba effect is perpendicular to the current, while the SOI fields
arising from both the Dresselhaus effect and the strain are oriented
along the current. Because the latter two SOI fields cannot be distin-
guished, we will refer to their joint effect as the Dresselhaus field.
Currents flowing along the h100i directions, thus, provide a unique sit-
uation in which the Rashba and Dresselhaus SOI fields are orthogonal,
causing orthogonal spin polarizations of charge carriers, thus allowing

their effect to be experimentally distinguished. Investigation of magne-
tization switching by SOT in the presence of two orthogonal SOI
fields, collinear and perpendicular to the current, may, thus, provide
important insights for the manipulation of magnetization by current
in strain-engineered crystalline FM structures. We note parenthetically
that the presence of an SOI field collinear with the current offers the
possibility for field-free magnetization switching by simultaneously
using the Oersted field generated by a current pulse14 because, in this
case, the current-induced SOI field and the Oersted field are perpen-
dicular to each other.

To study the effects of such coexisting orthogonal SOI fields in a
strained crystalline ferromagnetic semiconductor film, we have chosen
(Ga,Mn)(As,P), a ferromagnetic semiconductor with inversion asym-
metry owing to its zinc blende structure.13,15 By growing a
(Ga,Mn)(As,P) layer on a GaAs substrate, we obtain films under ten-
sile strain and, thus, with an out-of-plane magnetic easy axis.16–21 In
addition, structural inversion asymmetry presented at the interface of
(Ga,Mn)(As,P)/GaAs contributes further to the Rashba effect.22–24 In
a (Ga,Mn)(As,P) film, directions of spin polarization collinear and per-
pendicular to the current can then be obtained via Dresselhaus and
Rashba SOI fields when the current flows along h100i crystal direc-
tions, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
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For the present study, a 25 nm Ga1�xMnxAs1�yPy ferromagnetic
layer was grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on a semi-
insulating (001) GaAs substrate, with x¼ 0.06 and y¼ 0.20. In the
growth, we used a substrate temperature of �250 �C, known to be
optimal for incorporating Mn into GaAs. For transport experiments, a
10� 10lm2 crossbar Hall device was patterned by photolithography
and dry etching, as shown schematically in Fig. 1(b), allowing us to
study magnetization switching by SOT with currents along either
[100] or [010] directions. Magnetization switching by SOT was moni-
tored by measuring the anomalous Hall resistance (HR), which is pro-
portional to the out-of-plane component of magnetization.

In this study, we define theþx coordinate to be along the positive
current, i.e., either along 100½ � or 010½ � direction, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
The orientations of magnetic field and magnetization are indicated by
angles hH;M and uH;M , respectively, where hH;M is measured from the
þz direction (i.e., from ½001�) toward the film plane and uH;M is mea-
sured counterclockwise (CCW) from the positive current direction
(i.e., from þx direction), as shown in Fig. 1(b). Hall resistance (HR)
results measured at 55K with a 100 lA current along [100] and [010]
are shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), respectively. The abruptness of HR
transitions observed in the out-of-plane HR scans indicates a strong
perpendicular anisotropy in the (Ga,Mn)(As,P) film.

HR measurements were performed at 55K by scanning the cur-
rent in the presence of an in-plane bias field Hbias, using HR to moni-
tor the SOT switching of magnetization. The HR results for currents

in [100] and [010] directions are shown in Fig. 2. The data in Figs.
2(a)–2(d) are obtained with the current perpendicular to the in-plane
bias field, I?Hbias, while those in Figs. 2(e)–2(h) are obtained in
collinear measurement configuration, i.e., with current parallel or anti-
parallel to the bias field, IkHbias. For all measurements, the magneti-
zation of the (Ga,Mn)(As,P) film was initially set either along the “up”
direction (Mini kþz, first row of Fig. 2) or along the “down” direction
(Mini k�z, second row) by a field of 2000Oe applied along hH ¼ 0� or
hH ¼ 180�, respectively. Note that the observed switching behavior is
quite different in the I?Hbias configuration [Figs. 2(a)–2(d)] from
that in I kHbias [Figs. 2(e)–2(h)]. For example, the chirality of SOT
switching observed for [100] and [010] current scans (indicated by
dotted arrows in Fig. 2) is opposite for I?Hbias, while it is the same
for I kHbias. In addition, the amplitude of the HR hysteresis is much
larger in the I?Hbias configuration than in I kHbias.

Since SOT switching is assisted by an external bias field, the
amplitude of the HR hysteresis is expected to vary with external field
strength. We have measured the dependence of SOT switching on the
external bias field for the I kHbias configuration, in which the maxi-
mum amplitude of HR hysteresis (i.e., maximum SOT switching ratio)
was observed in the bias field region between 500 and 700Oe (see the
supplementary material, 1). As seen from Figs. 2(e)–2(h), the ampli-
tude of the HR hysteresis for the I kHbias configuration does not reach
that observed for the I?Hbias configuration, even with optimal bias
field of 500Oe. The switching ratio increases with bias field in the

FIG. 1. (a) Directions of Rashba and Dresselhaus SOI fields (blue and red arrows, respectively) for current directions shown by thin black lines. Note that the two SOI fields
are perpendicular to each other for currents along the h100i directions (marked with shaded regions). (b) Schematic diagram of our Hall bar device. The x direction is defined
by the direction of positive current, which can be either [100] or [010]. Panels (c) and (d) show Hall resistances observed on the (Ga,Mn)(As,P) film for out-of-plane (hH ¼ 0�)
and in-plane (hH ¼ 90�; uH ¼ 90�) field scans for currents along [100] and [010] directions, respectively. Hall resistance hystereses observed in [100] and [010] current direc-
tions are nearly identical, showing strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in the (Ga,Mn)(As,P) film.
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region smaller than 500Oe and then decreases with increasing bias in
fields over 700Oe (see the supplementary material, 1). A similar non-
monotonic relation between the external bias field and switching cur-
rent in SOT switching was observed on GaAs-based ferromagnetic
semiconductor,25,26 implying the involvement of some additional
unrevealed mechanism in SOT switching of this material, which
requires further investigation.

In order to understand the differences of SOT switching in the
I?Hbias and I kHbias configurations, one needs to consider the joint
effects of torques san, sext , and ssoi caused, respectively, by the mag-
netic anisotropy field (Han), the external field (Hext), and the
spin–orbit-induced fields (Hsoi). While the Han and Hext produce a
torque given by the cross product to magnetization M and the field
(san ¼ Han �M and sext ¼ Hext �M), Hsoi generates two types of
SOT through spin polarization r of current carriers: a field-like torque
(FLT), given by r�M, and a damping-like torque (DLT), given by
M � ðr�MÞ.27 Earlier studies have shown, however, that in current-
induced SOT magnetization switching in ferromagnetic films with an
out-of-plane easy axis, DLT plays a dominant role,14,25 and we will,
therefore, restrict our attention to this process. Details of SOT switch-
ing for the [100] and [010] current directions are described in the sup-
plementary material, 2.

For magnetization switching by SOT in ferromagnetic films with
out-of-plane anisotropy, the symmetry between up and down magne-
tization states needs to be broken, as shown by Liu et al.28 This condi-
tion can be achieved by an in-plane magnetic bias applied
perpendicular to carrier spin polarization. In the case of ferromag-
netic/heavy metal bilayers, where spin polarization is perpendicular to
the current direction, an in-plane bias field collinear to the current
(i.e., the I kHbias configuration) is necessary.

29,30 The same require-
ment also applies to GaAs-based ferromagnetic semiconductor films
with out-of-plane anisotropy when currents flow along h110i direc-
tions, since in those configurations, both Dresselhaus and Rashba SOI
fields are always perpendicular to the current [see Fig. 1(a)].25,26 In
contrast, for currents along h100i directions in our present study, we

observe SOT magnetization switching in both I?Hbias and IkHbias

measurements, as was shown in Fig. 2. This implies the presence of
two orthogonal components of carrier spin polarization for h100i-
directed currents, as is, indeed, expected when both Dresselhaus and
Rashba SOI fields are present [see Fig. 1(a)]. Furthermore, the analysis
of these results indicates that the Dresselhaus SOI field plays the domi-
nant role in switching magnetization in the I?Hbias configuration,
while switching in the IkHbias case is primarily determined by the
Rashba field, consistent with the requirement that, to achieve SOT
switching, spin polarization and the in-plane bias field must be orthog-
onal. These relative roles of the Rashba and Dresselhaus fields are
additionally confirmed by analyzing the sequence of magnetization
switchings during the current scans in the IkHbias and I?Hbias

geometries shown in Fig. 2 (i.e., the chirality of the process), as dis-
cussed in the supplementary material, 3.

The effect of SOT arising from current-induced SOI fields was
also clearly observed in field scan measurements. The hysteresis of HR
obtained with a current density of 8� 105 A/cm2 (2mA) during in-
plane field scans is shown in Fig. 3, where panels (a)–(d) and (e)–(h)
are obtained, respectively, in the I?Hext and IkHext geometries. In
Fig. 3, we refer to currents parallel to [100] or [010] directions as posi-
tive [plotted with black symbols in panels (a), (b), (e), and (f)], and to
currents antiparallel to the [100] or [010] as negative [plotted with red
symbols in panels (c), (d), (g), and (h)]. Data in Fig. 3 are significantly
different from those obtained at a small current density of 4� 104 A/
cm2, plotted in Figs. 1(c)–1(d), at which current-induced SOI fields are
negligible. The complex shapes of hysteresis loops observed at the cur-
rent density of 8� 105 A/cm2, showing multiple transition steps, are
an indication of significant current-induced SOT effects caused by SOI
fields during magnetization reversal.

A conspicuous feature of Fig. 3 is the strikingly different symme-
try of hysteresis curves observed with opposite current polarities in
I?Hext and IkHext configurations. In I?Hext measurements, where
Dresselhaus SOI plays the dominant role, hysteresis forþI k [100] and
�Ik [010] has similar shapes [Figs. 3(a) and 3(d)], and so for

FIG. 2. SOT magnetization switching observed in the (Ga,Mn)(As,P) film during current scans. HR is measured as a function of current at 55 K for I?Hbias (a)–(d) and I kHbias
(e)–(h). Initial conditions of magnetization direction and bias field used in the measurements are indicated in the panels, as is the order of the current scans followed in obtain-
ing each hysteresis loop. Starting points of each scan are marked by blue and red solid circles.
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�I k [100] and þI k [010] [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. These similarities and
differences observed under different conditions match exactly the
characteristics of the Dresselhaus field, which is parallel to the current
in the [100] direction, but antiparallel when the current is in the [010]
direction. In contrast, in the IkHext case, where SOT is dominated
by the Rashba field, the hysteresis observed for þI k [100] and
þI k [010] is similar [Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)], as for �I k [100] and
�I k [010] [Figs. 3(g) and 3(h)]. This is consistent with characteristics
of the Rashba field, whose direction is always at 90� measured CCW
from the positive current direction. These similarities and differences
among the hysteresis loops further support the fact that the dominant
contribution to SOT switching in the I?Hext configuration comes
from the Dresselhaus SOI field, while the Rashba field dominates in
the I kHext configuration.

Having identified the respective roles of the Dresselhaus and
Rashba SOI fields in magnetization switching by SOT through both
current and field scan measurements, we can now determine the
actual magnitudes of these fields. Even though second harmonic
Hall voltage measurements are commonly used in studies of the
SOT effect in FM/HM (heavy metal) systems,31 this measurement
technique is difficult to apply to GaAs-based ferromagnetics due to
its relatively large thermal effects14,32,33 (see the supplementary
material, 4), which is detrimental to the second harmonic signal.
We, therefore, use standard DC measurements for characterizing
the SOI effective field in our GaMnAsP film. Since the direction of
the SOI field is already confirmed by both the current and the field
scan measurements (i.e., Figs. 2 and 3), this enabled us to use angle-
dependent Hall measurements for the purpose of quantifying the
magnitude of SOI fields. Since the magnitude of SOI fields for all
h100i directions is the same, as already noted, we only focus on the
configuration with the current along [010], as described below. The
determination of SOI field can be done by measuring the angular
dependences of HR for opposite current polarities as the applied
field is rotated in the x–z and y–z planes. The difference Dh of the
field inclination hH at which magnetization switches observed in

opposite current polarities then provides a direct measure of the
SOI field, as given by the relation Heff ¼ Hex � Dh.25,26,34

The HR hysteresis loops observed with opposite currents along
the [010] direction at a current density of 8� 105 A/cm2 (2mA) are
shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a) shows data obtained by rotating a field of
100Oe clockwise (CW) in the y–z plane [i.e., the (010) crystal plane],
which is perpendicular to the current direction. This corresponds to
the I?Hext configuration. Since the Dresselhaus SOI field dominates
magnetization reversal in this configuration, the difference Dh between
the angles hH at which magnetization switches in the two current
polarities in Fig. 4(a) provides a direct estimate of the Dresselhaus
field. Figure 4(b), on the other hand, shows data observed by rotating
the field in the x–z plane [i.e., the (100) plane], which contains both
the out-of-plane axis and the current direction. Since the Rashba field
dominates SOT switching when the external field is collinear with the
current (i.e., I kHext configuration), we can similarly estimate the
Rashba field from Dh observed with the two current polarities shown
in Fig. 4(b). The Dresselhaus and Rashba SOI fields at a current
density of 8.0� 105 A/cm2 obtained from the data in Fig. 4 are HD

eff
¼ 7:5Oe and HR

eff ¼ 2:0Oe, respectively. The HD
eff is about four times

larger than HR
eff , consistent with earlier estimates obtained in GaAs-

based ferromagnetic semiconductor films.26,35,36

It is worth pointing out that this difference in the magnitudes of
HD

eff and HR
eff is already reflected in Fig. 2. Note that the difference

between the up and down magnetizations in the hysteresis curves
shown in Fig. 2 is significantly smaller for the I kHbias configuration
than for I?Hbias. Here, it is important to realize that magnetically, the
sample is actually a multidomain system, with pinning energies fluctu-
ating from domain to domain as magnetization reverses. Thus, the
stronger Dresselhaus field, which dominates magnetization switching
in the I?Hbias configuration, is able to reverse more domains than is
the case with the weaker Rashba field in the I kHbias geometry. This
striking difference in the amplitude of the hysteresis observed in the
I?Hbias and IkHbias data in Fig. 2, thus, provides additional evidence
for the relative strengths of the two SOI fields.

FIG. 3. HR hysteresis loops obtained by in-plane magnetic field scans at a current density of 8� 105 A/cm2 for the I?Hext (a)–(d) and I kHext (e)–(h) configurations. Thick
arrows indicate similarities between hysteresis loops taken in various configurations and current directions. Dotted blue arrows show directions of field scans.
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The results with current along the h100i crystallographic direc-
tions in the (Ga,Mn)(As,P) film in the presence of orthogonal SOI
fields obtained in this work clearly demonstrate that SOT switching of
perpendicular magnetization is possible in both I?Hbias and I kHbias

configurations. The switching chirality of the current hysteresis loops
in the I?Hbias measurements was observed to be opposite for [100]
and [010] current directions, indicating that the Dresselhaus-type SOI
field plays the dominant role in SOT switching in that current configu-
ration. In contrast, the SOT switching chirality of current hysteresis
loops observed in the IkHbias configuration was the same for currents
flowing in [100] and [010] directions, which indicated that in that
geometry, the Rashba-type SOI field played the major role in SOT
switching. Importantly, the observation of SOT switching in the
I?Hbias geometry has special meaning for the case of field-free
switching because the Oersted field around the current is always per-
pendicular to the current direction, which automatically satisfies the
condition for SOT switching. If one strategically designs the GaAs-
based ferromagnetic semiconductor (FMS) film specimens, such that
the Oersted field is not canceled in the film, this will offer the possibil-
ity of field-free switching in which the role of Hbias can be replaced by
the Oersted field generated by a current pulse, providing the opportu-
nity for realizing extremely simple and energy efficient SOT devices
based on a single ferromagnetic layer.

See the supplementary material for discussions about the switch-
ing chirality of current scan hysteresis and the dominant role of the
Dresselhaus SOI field in SOT switching for I?Hbias configuration
and of Rashba fields for I kHbias.
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